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Oscar winner urges peace on earth
By Bruce Sutherland
Staff Writer

The best way lo make change in all
issues is lo gel involved and be heard, an
Academy Award winner said Wednesday
evening in ihe keynote address lor Create
Peace Week.
“ I don’t want to support evil by
passively standing by,” said Vivienne
Verdon-Roe to nearly 2(K) people in
Chumash Auditorium,
The Britain native opened the evening
with a mischievous analogy of how she
was forced to eat rice pudding in boarding
school. She said she hated rice pudding
and told her head mistress that the pud
ding made her nauseous. The mistress
disregarded her and made her eat it any
way. After two spoonfulls, Verdon-Roc
said she got sick ... all over the head
mistress.
The purpose of her childhood story was
to make those listening aware that they do
not have to "swallow” the stuff the gov-

ernment jams down their throats.
She spoke on a wide variety of peaceoriented issues including the homeless in
America, the military build-up at the na
tional and international levels, and super
powers involvement in Central America.
Verdon-Roe has done quite a bit in her
promotion of peace. In 1982, she began
producing diKumentaries which sought to
raise the public’s conciousness of nuclear
issues. Her first film. In the Nuclear
Shadow: What Can the Children Tell UsJ,
received an Oscar nomination.
Although she did not win, she follwed it
up with three more documentaries. In
1986 she was again nominated for her
latest film. Women for America — For the
World. This lime she won for Best Short
Documentary.
Women was shown following VerdonRoe’s speech. The film is a collage of 22
prominent American women’s interviews
regarding the threat of nuclear holocaust
in the world.
The film producer offered a series of

assertions throughout her speech to aug
ment hei emotional feelings on military
build-up.
“ Four days of world military spending
could end hunger,” she said. “ Between
1981 and 1983, Boeing and Lockheed
made profits of more than $1 billion each.
They paid no taxes. Ten-thousand Ameri
can children die each year from poverty.”
Because of her work in film and lectur
ing throughout the country, Verdon-Roe
has been recognized by many world
leaders. She has spoken before the U.S.
House of Representatives, the United Na
tions, the U .S./U .S.S.R . Summit in
Geneva, and the World Women’s Congress
in Moscow.
She credits her transformation from
“ political blob to political activist” to the
documentary The Last Epidemic, a film
about the medical horrors a nuclear war
would create.
During the question-and-answer period
following the film, one member of the au-
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mean felony
fo r offender
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Ambassadors crowned
for new Royal tradition
By Lisa Parsons
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Fake identification cards ob
tained by lying to the Depart
ment of Motor Vehicles are easy
lo get and work well, s.ay those
who have them, but il they are
confiscaied, the charge is felony
fraud.
Using an ID that belongs to
somc*onc else, or altering one, is a
lesser, misdemeanor crime. \
felony conviction stays on a per
son’s record for life,
Tim. a 19 year-old Cal Poly
student, said to get his ID, he
itHfk his older brother’s birth
certificate and license number to
the DMV and gave them his own
height, weight and eye color. In a
few weeks he had a driver’s
license with his picture and his
brother’s name and age, 22.
“ 1 can get into any bar, anywhere.” he said.
At first rim said he had trou
ble getting into some nightclubs
Kxause they wanted two IDs,
He got around that problem, he
said, by getting a stK'ial security
card, automatic teller machine
card, and a movie rental card
from 7-11. all in his brother’s
name.
" I have a total separate
wallet,” said Tim.
l iquor stores are tougher on
IDs than bars, he said, “ They
ask me my middle name and
stuff.”
Steve, also 19, used a friend’s
information and received a
license the same way as Tim. He
said he has at least five friends
who got t hem t he same way,
“ These IDs may be the gnarly
crime,” said Tim,“ but they’re the
ones that work,”
Minors with false IDs do get
caught, said Sgt. Jim Fnglish of
the San Luis Obispo Police
Department. Ten to 20 people a
month, he said, get cited in this
city.
“ People change a lot between
18 and 22,” English said. Al
though the card from the DMV is
harder to prove fake than a
“ dummied up” card, English
said, police do have their
methods.
“ Sometimes we stake out li
See ID CARD, back page
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Tha Poly Royal Ambaaaadora (clockwiaa): Kan Crothar, Craig WHIiam Harris,
Laa-Ann Saxton, Lora MIchalla Dally, Sharon E. CMn and David A. Loula

Cal Poly said goodbye to a
56-year-old tradition last night,
but may have begun a new one
with the coronation of six Poly
Royal ambassadors.
Sharon E. Chin, Ken Croiher,
Lora Michelle Deily, Craig
William Harris, David A. Louie
and Lee-Ann Saxton will replace
the customary Poly Royal Queen
as Cal Poly’s community repre
sentatives.
“ I think it (the panel of am
bassadors) is a better reflection
of what Cal Poly is,” said Louie.
“ The queen’s pageant is a nice
tradition. I’m not knvK'king that
at all. I just don’t think it direct
ly reflected the male side of the
population. Maybe this will do a
better job of representing the
campus.”
Another ambassador, Saxton,
sees her role a little differently,
“ As ambassador. I’m hoping to
personalize the university. I
want to put a little personality
behind all that concrete.”
She said she is pleased with the
switch from queens to am 
bassadors, but that she would
have tried out for Poly Royal
Queen anyway.
A total of 40 hopeful can
didates, each sponsored by a
campus organization, were in

Students may face state fee hike
10 percent raise rests
on approval o f budget
By Cass Caulfield
Staff W riter

The state university fee paid
by students could raise as much
as 10 percent if the governor’s
proposed budget is approved by
the legislature, said a repre
sentative for Cal Poly President
Warren Baker at Wednesday’s
Student Senate meeting.
“ The state’s financial situation
is bleak and hard to predict,”
said Rick Ramirez, university
budget officer.
The state university fee is a fee
that the state charges to all stu

dents <*f eSU campuses. Various
fees arc then added by the dif
ferent universities according to
their needs.
Currently the yearly fee is $386
for less than six units and $684
for six units or more.
The governor’s budget calls for
a yearly raise to $438 for stu
dents taking under six units and
$750 for students taking six
units or more.
The budget still has to go
through the state legislature and
the deadline for the first budget
bill is June 15. The governor at
that point can delete funding but
cannot add any funding, said
Ramirez.
If the increase is approved by

both the legislature and the CSU
trustees, it will be enacted fall
quarter 1989.
Other proposed increases are
the ('SU application fee and the
non-resident fee for out-of-state
students.
These fee changes, if enacted,
would also raise the amount
allocated for state university
grants.
Although the governor did
recommend various budget cuts
for the CSU system, $730,000
was alUK'atcd for campus child
care. However, it is uncertain
how that money will be
distributed to the various cam
puses, said Hazel Scott, dean of
student affairs.

terviewed by the judges before
the ceremony.
The students were judged on
their speaking ability, preseniaiiion of self, ability to answer
questions and their applications.
Based on their preliminary in
terviews, 12 semi-finalists were
chosen and their individual an
swers to two random questions
decided who would become the
ambassadors.
"T he most exciting thing
(about the results of the judging)
is that I didn’t have to give a
soap box speech about affir
mative action and that we need
to have equal representation.
They did it themselves,” said i»ne
of the judges, Angela Hamilton,
the founder of Cal Poly’s Black
Professional Women’s Organiza
tion.
She said Cal Poly is such a
diverse university it needs to be
represented by more than one
perstm.
The 1989 Poly Royal Superin
tendent, Mark Ciorncy. said tlK
switch to ambassadors “ is not a
victory for anti-sexism. It is a
simple pragmatic decision.”
He said representatives of Cal
Poly do not need to be pretty or
popular, but do need to K' en
thusiastic and able to speak well.
In addition to Hamilton, the
See R O Y A I., page 9
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L e tte rs to th e E d ito r
Three cheers
for com munism
Idiior — In response lo Jeff
Coffman’s leiier “ Dr. Kin^ was a
communisi" of Jan. I9:
If ihose forces fighiing civil
rights — the KKK, the police
forces that water-cannoned and
beat peaceful marchers, the
crowds that brutally attacked
freedom riders, the vigilantes
who shot down civil rights ac
tivists — were the patriotic
American anti-communists;
And if Dr. King — who helped
to lead a non-violent uprising
a g a i ti s t
such
governm entsponsored and condoned brutali
ty — was a comtnunist:
Then all I can say is. “ Three
citeers lor communism!“
Dave (iross
( omputer Science

Dr. King did not
preach vioience

from the book for a lesson on
communism. Does that make all
of us communists? I think not.
Nke simply wanted to learn what
this system, which we arc trained
to hate, is all about.
I inally, Mr. C'offman suggests
that Dr. king preached violence
instead of peace, supporting this
claim with the fact that civil
rights demonstrations sometimes
ended in violence. Here, it is evi
dent that Mr. C'offman ts the one
who needs to study the civil
rights movement. If he did so, he
would discover that Dr. king
was solidly against using vio
lence to bring about social
change. He would discover that
before a civil rights demonstra
tion the participants often had to
swear that they would not strike
back at those who attacked
t hem.
W hen
the
c iv il
rig h ts
demonstrations ended in violence
it was because the Bull Connors
of the South attacked the
peaceful demonstrators with
clubs, vicious dogs and fire
hoses. If after being attacked like
that, some of the pctrple couldn’t
keep their non-violence promise,
I can hardly blame them; and Dr.
king cenainlv cannot be blamed.
In the future, when Mr. C'off
man takes a position on an issue,
I would suggest he liH>k around
and see who is on his side. If he
sees J. i'dgar Hmiver, Joe Me(a rih y .
Bull C onnor and
JesseHelms, it might be wise for
him to rethink his position.

Id tto r — Unfortunately, the
days ol McC'arihyist guilt-byassiK'iation are not yet gone in
this country. This is evident fri*m
Jeff Coffman’s name-dropping of
“ communists that were ■
’dvisers
to (Dr. Marlin I uiherl king.’
Mr. C'ofiman claims that Dr.
king was a communisi and uses
these names it» back himsell up.
He also suggests that iKople
read certain burgraphies ol Dr.
king which are “ full »>f references
Michael M. Welch
to communism.”
Computer
Science
Reading those bmiks might K'
a g(M>d idea if one is new to the
debate over whether Dr. King
was a communisi I can’t claim
to have read the •ncsi*"ic evidence
presented in Mr. Coffm an’s Editor — For those of you who
b(H>ks. but I have heard the missed the front page yesterday,
arguments against l>r. King a according to Corkie Fee the aca
hundred times. Most of the demic probation cut-off is still
shaky evidence against him has 2.0. What kind of moron would
come from set-ups initiated by go to a plus/minus grading
men like J. Fdgar Hoover who system and then discredit the
hated the svKial justice that Dr. minus as an important grade, not
King was bringing to this coun- to mention the plus?
I may already have lost an Atry.
Mr. C'offman also implies that plus last quarter, but now I have
Dr. David Covin, who came here the luxury of losing .30 for every
to speak about Dr. King, was a C-minus (1.7) going into the final
ctrmmunisi. Why? Because Dr. AP evaluation. I figure that with
Covin specialised in “ Marxism the .30 we have already lost for
and I eninism” at V^'ashington the A-plus, that’s a .60 turn
University. I recall that in high around. Better yet, your C'-minus
schmvi. one of my history teach has actually taken the form of a
ers gave the class the option to D. A 70 to 71 percent grade was
have liis lesson temporarily stray always termed average until

C-m inus grade
counts as a D
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Academics or athletics?
How many of you out there agree that a college
education is a good thing? I would say probably
most. How many of you would be upset if a stu
dent with lower academic capabilities got a spot at
a nationally ranked university over you ... with a
full-ride? 1would say everybody.
Georgetown’s basketball coach walking off the
court in protest of a new NCAA rule that requires
minimum academic standards does just this, and
amplifies what angers me the most about college
athletics.
John Thompson, Georgetown’s head coach, made
a statement last Saturday that he would walk off
the court to voice his dissent of the NCAA’s Pro
posal 42, which would require all future athletic
recruits to have a minimum 2.0 GPA in their core
curriculum and at least a 700 on their SATs in
order to have scholarships their first year. Prior to
this decision, which passed narrowly (163-154),
recruits only had to meet one of these standards.
Thompson’s argument is that the minimum
standards on the college entrance exams treat
low-income youths unfairly. The Los Angeles
Times reported Louisiana State University Head
Coach Dale Brown as saying, “ I am shocked and
saddened at this incessant desire to label kids from
the poorer strata as losers in the game of life. ...
The most important rule for all of us to follow is
that of respecting human dignity, and the NCAA
certainly has not followed that rule.”
I understand the meaning behind the coaches’
appeals, but there is a lot of danger in what their
words say on the face of it. It has been proven that
the SAT and other such examinations are cultural
ly biased against the lower classes who haven’t had
as much exposure to them. So, I see this part of
their argument as valid. But if you take away that
standard, what are you left with? Are there any
standards which we can use to qualify these
athletes* aptitude which is not in some way biased?
What kind of message and incentive would
young athletes in the lower classes be getting if all
we expected of them before they could attend a
top-notch school like Georgetown was a C-average
in high school? The message would most likely be
to concentrate on catching the eye of a recruiter
and somehow manage to slide through high school.
Can someone who cannot get a 7(X) (less than half
of the total score) on the SAT function adequately
and contribute adequately in any university at
mosphere, let alone any of the country’s top
schools?
You have to wonder where the coaches’ pleas
really started — out of heart-felt concern for the
under-privileged representation in higher education
or the future rankings their team might sink to if
(heir recruit choices dwindle. According to the
Associated Press, in 1988, 9 out of 10 college foot
ball players disqualified by the prior academic
yesterday. The officials ai (he
registrar are literallyrewriting
traditional grade standards. For
many people on the edge, this is
very important. Even the Cal Po
ly ISIews that your parents
receive stated that the 1.7 AP
limit would be implemented.
Hey
Poly, when were you
thinking about doing this? I
don’t feel like waiting three or
four quarters while the Student
Senate battles it out
with the
plus/minus system still active. I
haven’t seen any on-campus pro
tests for anything, and this is
well worth it. I ask you the
reader to show some form of pro
test (letters to a higher authori
ty, taking it to the teacher, talk
to ASI, or just flood letters into
the Daily) so that by next
quarter we can go to school with
a fair grading system. I know I
can’t change it myself.
I say they should change the
new system right this time or br
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Past Deadline
By Alison Skratt
standards of only meeting one requirement were
black.
So, yes, this new standard should have an
adverse effect on the number of blacks with poor
academic standings allowed into the collegiate en
vironment through athletics.
But let’s take a look at a possible typical story
for a lower-class entrant who doesn’t meet the new
standards: he’s a high school student in an impov
erished neighborhood, but he’s great at basketball.
He didn’t do so well in high school — got a 2.0
GPA but a 650 on his SAT. Before he would have
been recruited by some prestigious school in
fatuated with having their sports program be
number one ... what do you think would be most
important to him? Being able to receive one of the
best educations in the country or being a team
member at Syracuse and having a chance at play
ing professional basketball?
.Athletics are important for the money they con
tribute and the spirit of unity and competitiveness
it gives to a university, but perhaps they’re getting
out of hand. Here at Cal Poly we students not only
voted to pay $4 a quarter to increase athletic
scholarships, more than $30 a quarter to build a
third gym and recreational facility and we cry and
fuss when ASI asks for a lousy $2 increase? Our
athletes still get one of the highest registration
priorities — just after handicapped — after all,
they need a schedule to work around practices.
Forget having to go to a job to support yourself
through college, this school won’t let you have
special treatment to conform your classes to your
work schedule. Ah, but athletes, now that’s
another story.
Even Georgetown’s President Rev. Timothy
Healy came out against the new proposal. “ As it
stands now,*’ he said to the L.A. Times, “ if John
looked at a youngster, and he doesn’t have a 700
(on his SATs), no university aid can be given to
th at y o u n g ster. T h a t’s an in tru sio n in
Georgetown’s business by the NCAA, and that is
unacceptable.’’
It is the university’s prerogative on who they let
in. But they’re supposed to be institutions of
academia. We’re already paying enough through
taken spaces and extra fees for the athlete who
isn’t up to par academically. Athletics are impor
tant, more so at other universities, probably, but
requiring both standards for incoming athletes is,
by far, not unreasonable for any university.
Alison
Skratt
is m a n a g i n g
editor.

ing back the old. So how about
doing something about it this
time, l et’s protest.
David Redding
Graphic Communication

Apology for Lfield thrashing
Editor — In regards to John
Vlahandreas’ and the Cal Poly
Rugby team’s Jan. 12 letter:
First, I would like to apologize
for the destruction of (he Lshaped field last Saturday. It
never occurred to any of us not
to play on the wet field.
However, before you ramble on
any longer about our lack of con
sideration for Cal Poly, there are
a few things you must consider:
If the field had just been reseed
ed it should have been roped off.
The students have no knowledge
of when field maintenance oc

curs, therefore it is up to the
university to inform us.
Those of us in the residence
halls have little or no field time
allotted to us. We were only tak
ing advantage of the few hours
granted us.
The students here must be in
considerate as a whole. Our
group was preceeded by a
fraternity group using the field,
and proceeded by another group
of students from the residence
halls.
I agree that we need to use our
facilities wisely, and that the
“ thrashing” of the field was a
great misuse of our facilities.
However, destruction was not
our intent. W/e are just a group of
students who enjoy a good
Saturday afternoon
football
game. Once again we apologize to
all students who will lose use of
the field.
John Smith
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The Cal Poly gymnastics team
has a strong mixture of talented
freshm en
and
experienced
juniors which gives
Head Coach Tim Rivera high
hopes for his Mustangs.
Those high hopes will be tested
tonight against Division 1 teams
San Jose State and UC Santa
Barbara and Division II rival
Sacramento State at 7:30 p.m. in
Mott Gym.
“ Our people are shifting
around quite well to give us lots
of depth this year,” Rivera said.
That depth is anchored by
strong upperclassmen leadership
as well as strong placings from
the freshmen. The upperclassmen
are led by junior All-Americans
Kim Wells and Mimi Phene, as
well as Mary Kay Humble and

uneven bars specialist Julie
Bolen.
Thus far Bolen has been con
sistent in the uneven parallel
bars, while Phene, Humble, and
Wells have shown their leader
ship as they have taken turns
scoring the most points in the
all-around the past three meets.
Freshmen Theresa Bell, Dawn
Fowler, Marci Lacert, Amy
Reardon and Elise Anderson
have all made their presence felt.
Anderson has been the highest
Mustang scorer in the last two
meets in the uneven parallel bars,
while Bell’s performance in the
vault has placed her in the top
three in every meet.
“ Reardon adds a lot of stabili
ty to the team in the balance
beam,” Rivera said. “ The season
is young and already she has
scored a 9.25.”
l.acert has proven her wor-

thiness as a Mustang starter as
she amassed a 9.1 and a team
high third place finish on the
vault against Boise State.
The team is also represented
by starters Sandra Ryno who
will start in tonights vault exer
cise and Karen Travis who adds
depth to the beam and floor ex
ercises.
” 1 think our freshmen our do
ing really well,” Phene said.
“ They encounter the same dif
ficulties everyone does when they
come here, we just have to show
them the ropes and with a lot of
practice we’ll be capable of scor
ing in 180’s (181 won nationals
last year).”
Despite an early season loss to
NCAA II rival Seattle Pacific,
Rivera said once the team gets
together they are going to make
one enjoyable season for him.
/0509 — 86 mens gym

Men gymnasts doing well
By Michael J . Levy
Staff W riter

Even though it was their
rookie year, the men’s gym
nastics team did quite well last
year, thank you.
In four meets, they earned a
record of 2-2 in terms of team
scores.
But their biggest accomplish
ment was sending one of their
members, Lance Eagan, to the
Division II nationals.
This year they hope to send
three members to nationals,
which they will be hosting with
the women’s team on April 7-8.
Since the team is only recognized
as a club, they will have compete
as individual teams at the na
tional meet.
Two promising newcomers arc
junior transfer John Van Hciningen and freshman Ken Jones.
Van Heiningen will join Eagan in
the all-around, while Jones will
perform both the floor exercise
and vault.

DRKAMSCAPK
Graphics Specializes in
Student Graphic Needs!
• R6sum6s
• Placement Center
Interview Forms
• .Vlac*^*IBM Software/
Disk Conversions
• Senior Project Formatting/I’rinting
• Graphs & Charts for
Class Presentations
• Club Shirts & Graphics
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The Mustangs open the season
to m o rro w
n ig h t
a g a in s t
Sacramento State in Crandall
Gym.
Since Sacramento State only
has five gymnasts and this is
their first year, the team scoring
will be done differently.
Usually the top five scores out
of six performers are used in
tallying the team score. At this
meet, only the top three scores
will be used although the
Mustangs will still compete with
six members.
Team captain and acting men’s
coach Jeff Whitmer, is not look
ing for perfection in this first
meet, just the basics.
“ ... it’s the first meet of the
year. We’ll look for everyone to
stick to their basic routines.
Because of anxiety, we just want
everyone to nail their routine.”
Because the team’s foundation
was laid last year, Whitmer said
he has already seen big im
provements this year.
“ It was hard to get schools to

3
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Gymnasts have high hopes
By Anthony M. Romrero
staff Writer

Friday, January 20,1989

compete against us (last year)
because they didn’t know we had
a team ... now bigger schools arc
asking us to join them in meets.”
The team might also grow
through word-of-mouth because
members of last year’s team have
been able to tell others about the
program. Whitmer said that a
few freshman are looking at com
ing to Cal Poly because of the
gymnastics team. Because of
this, he expects next year’s team
to be even better.

KJDJ will become radio
voice of Cal Poly sports
By T ara G iambalvo
said.
staff W riter
KJDJ has no plans to broadPlay-by-play broadcasts of Cal cast any other local school
Poly’s football
and
men’s sports.
basketball games will be broad“ We think we’re the premiercast on KJDJ (1030 News Radio) product here (at Cal Poly),” he
instead of KVEC Radio beginn- said. “ We’re putting all our eggs
ing July 1.
into that one basket.”
KJDJ bid $17,585 for the ex- Broadcasts of games between
elusive right lo
broadcast now and July I will still be aired
regularly scheduled games for on KVPC.
three years, said Ken Walker, ('al
It has broadcast Cal l*oly
Poly athletic director.
football games since the 1950s
“ 1030 News Radio’s interest in and men’s basketball games
high-quality broadcasts and ac- since the early 1960s.
live participation in the promoKVEC, however, chose not lo
lion of our events throughout the bid for the new contract.
Central Coast area are par“ We just decided lo pass.”
licularly exciting,” he said.
Nick Mileii, owner of KVEC, told
The contract also allows the the County Teleyratn-Trihune.
broadcast ofselected women’s
“ It just didn’t work for us. We
volleyball and men’s baseball thought it over very carefully
games and gives KJDJ first- but decided against it.”
refusal rights to other Cal Poly
He cited conflicts with the siaalhlelic events.
lion’s brt)adcasis of lo s Angeles
David Cos, general manager of professional and college sports.
KJDJ, said the station plans to
“ We tried it. Took a long, hard
focus on the technical aspects of look at it, and it just didn’t work
game broadcasts.
for us,” Mileii said.
He said he
plans to upgrade R ulhann
M ileii,
general
phone lines to bring siu- manager of KVEC, said Weddio-qualiiy sound and crowd nesday she had no further ct'innoises to listeners.
menis on why the station chose
He also wants to add a third not to bid.
broadcaster at
thesidelines to
KJDJ was chosen after the
gel closer to the action that unisersiiy solicited bids from
might be missed by regular various local stations. KUHI in
broadcasters and to record crowd Santa Maria was the only other
response.
siaiiim to respond.
“ There’s a total experience
KJDJ’s contract tuns frrnn Juihai goes beyond the game,” C'ox ly I to June 30. 1992.

CAC POLY
SUPER COUPON
Get A Super
5-Piece Meal
Deal On Super
Bowl Sunday

UNITED
STATES HANG
GLIDING ASSOC.

Kentucky Fried Chicken. Tackle a

Ch. 154

serving o f mashed potatoes and

Hang Gliding Club
Beginner Certification
Clinic

Location: Guadalupe

Sand Dunes
Fee: $79

CALL 962-8999
All Equipment And
Test Material Included

Kick off your Super Bowl snack
ing with five pieces of tender^ juicy

gravy, then cole slow. And don't

SUPER B O W ti
S

P

E

C

I

A

‘

5-Piece M eal • only $ 5 . 0 9
This coupon good for 5 pteces of the CofoneTs O riginel R ecip e* or Extra
C rispy''* chtcKen, an individual serving of mashed potatoes, gravy ar>d cote
slaw plus one fresh made Buttermilk Biscuit for only $5 09. Limit one coupon
per customer Coupon good only lor combinationwhite/dark orders Customer pays
all applicable sales tax Offer
nnnri thru Jan ?7 1M 9

;
■
_
■

I
_
I

pass up that fluffy, buttermilk
biscuit.
Rush in to the Colonel's before
the gom e and score o great meal.
For not o great deal of money.

SAN LUIS OBISPO
1 0 7 5 O live Street
5 4 4 -4 5 9 1

FOUR LARGE TOPPING

SUPERBOWL PIZZAS
for just $

2 1 .9 9

With Coupon. Please add $1.50 tor
convenient delivery. Additional toppings
just $2.30. Covers all tour pizzas.

C A L L 549-9384

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
•

I
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Sports Clubs
C'al Pol\ Men’s and WOmen’s
Polo Teams v\ill altempi lo per
form \shai no olher C al I’ols
aquatic team has tried in the
past ... 12 liours ol continuous
water poU>.
lire teams will he jilayitit;
teiutlatiott yatnes frotn 2 p.tn.
todav utttil 2 a.tn. Satitidas at
the oitidiHU pool.
Admissimt is fiee.
The pittpose is to help the teatit
tatse funds for the upcottiitt^;
seasott. C'omtttittiiiy support is
tteeded hecaitse water pi>lo is ttot

an NC .AA recognized sport at Cal
Poly and receives no futids to
compete, Brian Hill said.
The wometTs team competed itt
their
first
tintrtiamettt
last
weeketid defeatitig UC Berkeley,
tying UCSB and losing to UC
Dav is.
I he
itteti have jitst litiished
their best season in 10 yea is with
a leciMcl of 17-6-0 with all their
losses coming to Ii>p Ien Divi
sion I teams.
K>nv le e. president of both the
spirits club council attd the men’s
water
polo team, said, “ The
teams must be given a lot ol
credit,
they have the toughest
schedules of any team in Califirr-

nia. Ihey must travel 5(K)-6(M)
miles on a weekend in private
cars just to compete with other
school supported teams.”

SPOHTSVIHW

JAN 21
rite Cal Pirlv C'rew is holding
its fifth annunal Irg-a-thon .Ian.
19 to 21. at the Old Mission
Plaza.
rite I rg-a-thoti is a fundratsing
event that is actually a “ low-a
tIuMi’’ using erginncters (rowing
machines) la the r that
racing
boats.
rite crew hopes to rt'w IVM)
miles i>n the machines dining the
4K-hour event, with the men’s
and womett’s crew s taking turns.

BASKETBALL
eSU NORTHRIDGE

HOME 5:30

TENNIS
JAN 20

al um ni m a tc h

HOME 2:(K)

JAN20
JAN 21

SWIMMING
eSU NORTHRIDGE
U C RIVERSIDE

away
aw ay

TBA
1():(X)

JAN 20

WOMEN'S TENNIS
UC SANTA BARBARA

aw ay

1:(X)

JAN 21
JAN 21

WRESTLING
BYU
UTAH STATE

away

1:00

aw ay

7:30

Thisisall
youneedtoapply
fortheCard.
With Automatic Approval, it’s easier to qualify while you’re still in school.
Novk getting the Card is easier than ever. For the
ver> first time, students can apply for the American
Express* Card o /« r the phone.
Simply call 1-800-942-AMEX. We ll take your appli
cation by phone and begin to process it right away.
It couldn’t he easier.
M Q p y i jy ^ lT C T
What’s more, because you attend
IQ I l u p Q
* this school fu ll time, you can also take
^
advantage of the Automatic Approval
LOOK TO US
Qffg,. fop students. U'ith this offer, vou can
get the American Express (>ard right now—
without a full-tim e job or a credit history. But if you
have a credit history, it must be unblemished.
It’s actually easier for you to qualify for the Card now,
while you’re still a student, than it ever w ill be again.

Become aCardmember.
FlyNorthwest $99 n)undlrip.
As a student (^rdm em ber you w ill be able to enjoy
an extraordinary travel privilege; fly twice for only
$99 roundtrip to any of the more than 180 Northwest
Airlines cities in the 48 contiguous United States
(only one ticket may be used per six-m onth period).*
And. of course, you’ll also enjoy all the other excep
tional benefits and personal service you would expect
from American Express.
Apply now bv
calling i-800-942AMEX. And then
you can really go
places— for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
TRAVEL

RELATED

‘ Some resirictioiis ma) appiv R>r complete offer details, call I HiX) 9t2-\.MKX Current student Cardmembers automatically receive two J99 travel vouchers in the mail

SERVICES

C) I9«9 American Expres» Travel Related Services Company, Iik

An ArntfCA" Emy*« company

« • ¿ ^ « . V • A • - • « «»4
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Lifestyle

Stranded cats,
clogged toilets ...
Firefighters
tell of
less heroic acts
Help Wanted •

Seeking fast thinking,

physically fit, versatile person

who will risk life

and limb to fix toilets and fi^ht conflagrations.
Musi he willing lo work long
“ Those cats are still up there.”
hours
wiihoul
sleep,
liiixc Dolder said.
siaininu and conceniruiion. Ahil“ I ver see a skelci«>n of a cat
iiy lo luugh unci cry und main- up a tree?” Neumann added.
luin cool is csscniial.
Behind Dolder a photograph of
Pun is lair.
a burning structure hangs on the
Who wi)uld respond lo an ad wall as a reminder «vf a fire that
happened in the 19.10s. When
like lhai?
A rirerighier.
asked ab«vui it, Dolder and
And you ihoughi ihey iusi Neumann laugh.
“ We were luvping y«vu wivuldn'i
loughi I'ircs. I hink again.
I licrc also isn'i any lime lc>r ask us ab«uii that evne." Divider
ihcsc individuals lo sii around \aid. “ Thai’s the «vid fire siaiiivn
and pci ihe dalmaiion ihcy don'i «VII lliguera Street.’’
have Of plav curds. And you may
as well lorgci ihc scene where
heav ily-suiied I'irefighiers run
Under a mutual-aid agraamant, Cal Poly and SLO firafightars
like cra/y, jump, and gel blisters
join whan extra manpower la needed.
sliding down ihc pole. Sorry,
there aren'i any poles in onesiory l ire houses.
It>r I he mosi p a n , the
sicreoivpical firelighier doesn’t
exist. I irelighiers are highly
trained emergenev response proI'essionals wlio coniinually up
date iheir training. In lavpersttn’s leims ihai means ii's a loi
ol hard woik both physically and
mcniallv.
Anoihet luciical method is
working with other lire depart
ments. Cal I’oly wDrks with both
the eiiy and county on emergen
cy respemscs as part of a mutual
aid network. And they often
share the lighter
moments
l(tgcihcr.
Hob Neumann, San l.uis
Obispo city battalion chief,
remembered one call he went out
on where a little bevy had gotten
his finger stuck.
“ Righi up there in the Cal Poly
area we responded lev a yrvung
five-year-old w I kv g*»i his index
finger stuck in a tire lug,’*
Ncnimann said. “ The finger went
in but didn't want lev come («ut.
Wc got it «Mil after abivui three
h«»urs."
Amviher
sitvry
Neum ann
related was «me that held a twist
Fire jackets hang ready for the next emergency.
ol ir««ny.
The Obisp«> Theater, formerly
Ktcaied where the parking lot in
Neumann said flaming squir Pivly fire captain, said. Smiley said the public often calls the fire
front of W«M»dsi(H:ks Pizza is now rels caused that one. It was ac has w(vrked at the fire station for department l«vr things that are
Kvcalcd, burned down Dec. 28, tually an electrical prtvbicm in 17 years.
unrelated to fighting fires.
“
Fifty
percent
of
our
calls
arc
the
bell
i«vwer.
said
Divider.
1975.
“ When I worked as a
Firefighters may be jacks-«vf- medical. W'c also clean up haz“ Hclievc it ivr not the movie
firefighter in I os Angeles, we’d
that was scheduled the following all-irades but their fivcus is one — ardivus waste, rescue pcivplc ivui
get all kinds of calls,” Paulsen
week was ‘Cìone With the Wind,’ fighting fires as best as they of elevators. We respond to just
said, “ One lady had a pnvblcm
“ Neumann said with a twinkle «>f know h«vw.
about every emergency.”
with her toilet. It wouldn’t stop
But who would want to pul
laughter.
“ At the end «vf Roxanne when
— y«vu kmvw the thing inside, the
Some may have seen the movie they show the firefighters com their life on the line kmvwing that
llapper that regulates water? She
Roxanne with Steve Martin. San ing together to fight a fire that’s each day might present its own didn’t ktuvw wh«v to call so she
l.uis Obispo l ire Chief Michael what it’s like," Dolder said, “ It’s new risks and hazards, knowing called us and we fixed it.”
Dolder said it portrayed some of a very
well-organized,
o r that you arc expected to be a
Paulsen said they didn’t send
the realities of firefighting. And chestrated attack. Sure, we do a lifesaver in life and death situa her a plumbing bill. And if it had
some of the hum«vr.
lot of other tasks but when the tions?
been a major repair then the fire
In the movie Steve Marlin alarm goes off, everybody gels
“ By knowing your stuff you
department wivuldn’i have fixed
faces the sicroiypical firefighter together.’’
can be prepared,” Smiley said.
it, he said. All they can do is titrti
task «vf gelling a cat out «vf a tree.
Under a program called mutual “ We’re not experts in one field or
off the water t«v prevent any
Marlin c«*axes the cat down with aid. Cal Poly’s fire department another but we can do just about
more datnage frivm being done.
a can «vf cat livod but D«>ldcr in works with the city and county. anything. We’re jacks-of-all“ I've alsiv been «vn calls when
iradcs.
Ninety-nine
percent
of
it
They see the role of firefighter
sists he w«Mild mvi try it.
when we've givtten out there the
is common sense.”
It’s n«vl that Dolder diK’sn’l get changing, too.
peivpie wivuld civmc «vut and say
’’W e’re more than just
•lolin Paulsen, C'al Poly assis ‘Fivrget it,' ” Paulsen said. In
those calls, it’s that he draws a
firefighters,’’ Rick Smiley, C'al tant director «vf the fire seciiivii.
tluvse cases, the people involved
line.

Story and photos
by Steve Harmon

A

ifc

éL

a lle v ia te d
th e
p ro b lem
themselves (like turning off the
water main).
“ Once they find out they’re tuvt
giving to be fitted, sued or ativthing else Itvr having called us
then they laugh abivut it,"
Paulsen said. “ They think ’That
was dumb, why did I call the fire
depaitment livi a plumbing pro
blem?’ ”
But why do peivpie call the fire
department for things that
wouldn’t be considered part of a
firefighter’s duty?
"Something
happens
and
somebody perceives it as an
emergency,” Paulsen said. “ And
who do they call? They divn’t call
a plumber because what respivnse
d«v they get fnvtn them? ’Well. I’ll
be «vut next week or so.’ No. thev
call us.”
Despite the humor in some
calls. Paulsen said that every call
is given the same consideratiivn
b e c a u se
t h a t ’s th e
way
firefighters operate.
“ It is a probletn f«vr them atui
until we get there and assure
them it’s n«vt a problem then it is
ivne,” Paulsen said.
Aside from the lighter duties «vf
a firefighter, there has been a
definite increase in the amount of
skill and training required.
There’s a multiplicity of hazard-

*One lady had a pro
blem with her toilet. It
wouldn't stop — you
know, the thin)* inside,
the flapper that
regulates water? She
didn't know who to call
so she called us and we
fixed it.'

— .lolin Paulsen
ivus chemicals being tnaked all
over the highways, more traffic
«vn the rivad and therefore nuvre
accidents.
In the last 20 years F’aulsen
has seen the level of trainitig iticrease.
“ Tivday’s firefighter has tiv
have a basic knowledge «vf chem
icals, fire p rev e n tio n , in 
vestigating,” Paulsen said. “ In
the past you'd just go out and
put the fire out and go home.
Tivday, it’s much more than
that.”
Paulsen, however, still thinks
the term firefighter is ap
propriate to describe the job but
perhaps sees the need for some
re-wording of the definition.
More and more firefighters are
involved in medical services than
they used to be,” Paulsen said.
“ Hazardous waste cleanup is
growing. The definition is changtng.
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Apple’s new Mac ‘not exciting,’
but runs 4 times faster than SE
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Select w ith
confluence th e
fin e s t ite n n
th e ski industry
has to o ffe rì
Ask about our

COLD MEDAL
SERVICEI

which is open to the public Fri
day through Sunday at Moscone
Center and Brooks-Hall Civic
Center. The event is expected to
draw 55,000 people.
Apple Chairman John Sculley
said he expected the SE-30 to
play a vital role in Apple’s suc
cess, comparing it to the com
pany’s earlier Macintosh Plus,
the first Macintosh computer
with features for business use.
Some industry observers say
the SE-30 lacks the dramatic in
novation of some earlier Apple
products.
“ They said the same thing
about the Macintosh Plus,’’
Sculley said. “ Almost everybody
in the media panned it, and all it

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Apple Computer Inc. on Thurs
day unveiled a new Model in its
Macintosh computer line, one
that runs four times faster than
the Macintosh SE.
The announcement by the
Cupertino desktop computer
maker came two days after it
lowered prices on some of its
other products.
Dubbed the Macintosh SE-30,
the new system packs about the
same power as Apple’s top-ofthe-line Macintosh II in a com
puter that appears identical to
the earlier transportable Macin
tosh products.
Apple will show off the new
computer at Macworld Expo,

did was save the company.’’
Reaction to the new product
was subdued.
“ It’s not exciting, but it’s nec
essary for their product line,”
said Tim Bajarin, executive vice
president of Creative Strategies
Research International, a market
research company in Santa Clara.
The SE-30 is available in three
configurations ranging in price
from $4,500 to $6,700 depending
on the amount of memory and
size of the hard disk.
“ It’s expensive,’’ said Tom
Lafleur, director of engineering
at Qualcomm Inc. The San Diego
satellite communications com
pany uses about 200 Macintosh
computers.

PEACE

S K IIM E A R

From page I
dience asked Verdon-Roe if she
felt America’s system of gov
ernment needed to be changed.
“ We do not need to change the
system,’’ she answered. “ We
need to use it.’’
Verdon-Roe cited Americans’
apathetic attitude toward the
voting process as the one right
citizens most need to exercise.
The event was sponsored by
Students for Social Resonsibiliiy,
Physicians for SiK'ial Responsi
bility, Corita Billboard Project
and the Central Coast Peace
Network.

Old Country Deli

SUPER BOWL SUB SANDO
Feeds 4-8 people:
Free 6 pack of Coke or Diet Coke.
Free 3-D eyeglasses for the
3-D advertisement during the game.

$19.95
600 Marsh St., San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 (805) 541-2968
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Killer had ‘a hate for everybody’
STOCKTON, Calif. (AP) — Patrick Edward
Purdy was a loner with drug and alcohol problems
and “ a hate for everybody,” but police said on
Thursday they will never know why he staged his
murderous commando raid on a schoolyard crowd
ed with playing children.
And although most of his victims were the
children of Southeast Asian refugees. Police Capt.
Dennis Perry discounted the possibility Purdy had
a racist dislike for Southeast Asians alone.
“ Through his lifetime, Mr. Purdy developed a
hate for everybody,” Perry said at a crowded news
conference.
Perry described Purdy as a “ loner, (with) no
friends, no particularly known girlfriends, a pro
blem with alcohol, a problem with marijuana and a
distinct dislike for everybody — not a particular
race, everybody.”
But, said Perry, “ in a way he beat us, because
we’ll never know (why he did it).”
Perry, who is heading up the investigation into
Tuesday’s massacre at the Cleveland Elementary
School, which Purdy attended as a child, said the
gunman also expressed hatred for police and would
not have had a problem killing an officer.
He said Purdy’s enemy list apparently varied
from day to day.
He might be mad at one group but, “ the next
day if he talked to Joe Dokes and he talked about
the Lebanese ... he probably didn’t like them
either.”
Purdy, 24, slipped onto the school campus at
about 11:40 a.m. on Tuesday after igniting the fuse
on a pipe bomb he left in his battered 1977 station

Judge declares a mistrial;
says case is threat to health
LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
senior federal judge said he
declared a mistrial in a major
product-liability case against
G.D. Searle & Co. because the
courtroom bickering and delay
tactics were ruining his health
and peace of mind.
“ I know myself. If this case
continues as it has been, I know
my health would likely worsen
and crack,” said U.S. District
Judge Irving Hill.
The 73-year-old Hill declared
the mistrial Tuesday after more
than two weeks of trial in the
lawsuit of a woman who con

5.0 quake hits southland;
causes Malibu rockslides

wagon.
He opened fire with a Chinese-made semi
automatic AK-47 assault rifle as hundreds of
children romped across the schoolyard, killing five
youngsters and wounding 30 others, including a
teacher, with 106 to 110 shots. Then he turned a
pistol on himself, dying from a single shot to the
head.
The dead and most of the wounded were children
of refugee families from Southeast Asia. Southeast
Asian pupils make
up about 71 percent of the
school’s enrollment
of 986pupils in grades
kindergarten through sixth grade.
Steve Sloan, who worked with Purdy at a
Stockton machine shop, said Thursday he did not
recall telling an area newspaper Purdy “ hated” the
Vietnamese. He said he remembered one conversa
tion in which Purdy expressed his dismay at how
Vietnamese refugeeswere treated
when they ar
rived in the Uniited States.
“ We allow Vietnamese to come in and we give
them a place of residence and a car and money and
help to find a job,” Sloan said in describing Pur
dy’s attitude.
“ I’m sure he did” harbor a dislike for Viet
namese, Sloan added, but said Purdy never singled
out any racial or ethnic groups.
“ He expressed hatred and bitterness and anger
towards just about anybody who asked him to do
something,” Sloan, 29, said, adding that Purdy
appeared to feel he was being “ dealt a short deck.”
“ It always seemed like he was on the edge of
snapping,” he said.

tends Searle’s contraceptive in
trauterine device left her sterile.
The woman’s lawyer said he
was outraged by the judge’s ac
tion and predicted the cost of
retrying the case would be in the
hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Lawyers for Searle, however,
were more circumspect.
“ I think the judge’s commen
tary speaks for itself,” said Win
chester Cooley, Searle lawyer.
A fte r th e m is tr ia l was
declared, the case was assigned
to U.S. District Judge Mariana
Pfaelzer, who will hear it as soon
as her schedule permits.

Santa Barbara, 70 miles
northwest of Los Angeles.
Some power and tele
phone services were cut, but
the Los Angeles County
sheriff’s department said
there were no immediate
reports of injuries or
damage.
The Richter scale is a
measure of ground motion
as
re c o rd e d
on
seismographs. Every in
crease of one number means
a ten fo ld increase in
magnitude.
An earthquake of 3.5 on
the Richter scale can cause
slight damage in the local
area, 4 moderate damage, 5
considerable damage, 6
severe damage.
A 7 reading is a “ major”
earthquake,
capable
of
widespread heavy damage;
8 is a “ great” quake,
capable of trem endous
damage.

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
A strong earthquake shook
a 70-mile area late Wednes
day, causing downtown
buildings to sway and
rockslides in Malibu, but
there were no immediate
reports of injuries or major
damage.
“ It’s the strongest earth
quake I’ve felt in 14 years of
living in Los Angeles. It ac
tually scared me. Our house
went dark. My daughter
woke up and began crying,”
said Rick Cziment of the
Venice area,
10 miles
southwest of downtown.
The quake, which struck
at 10:55 p.m., was centered
about eight miles south of
Malibu in the Pacific Ocean.
The tremblor registered
5.0 on the Richter Scale, ac
cording to the California
Institute of Technology in
Pasadena.
It was felt as far away as
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Inauguration day barely here, but ’92 whispers abound

WASHINGTON (AP) — Once
again Democrats are out in the
cold on Inauguration Day, spec
tators as a Republican takes of
fice as president. But like George
Bush, the D em ocrats are
developing a special fondness for
Marlin Van Buren.
In his first news conference as
president-elect. Bush expressed
his g ra titu d e to P resident
Reagan and then said, “ I also
want to thank Martin Van Buren
for paving the way. It’s been a
long time, Marty.”
Not since Van Buren’s election
in 1836 had an incumbent vice

president succeeded in winning
the White House.
But the Democrats like the se
cond half of the Van Buren story:
he was a one-term president,
defeated when he ran for re-elec
tion in 1840.
As usual, there is a bumper
crop of politicians hoping to be
the star at a Democratic celebra
tion next Inauguration Day.
Start with familiar names from
the 1988 campaign — Michael
Dukakis, Jesse Jackson, Lloyd
Bentsen,
Albert
Gore
Jr.,
Richard Gephardt. All are
regarded as likely contenders

when the 1992 campaign gets
rolling.
Sens. Bill Bradley of New
Jersey and Sam Nunn of Georgia
refused to run in 1988, but may
not be so reticent the next time
around.
The same goes for Gov. Bill
Clinton of Arkansas.
Gov. Mario Cuomo of New
York is a name sure to come up
in connection with 1992. And
would the early stages of
presidential speculation be com
plete without mention of Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy?
What about a woman? Rep.

COME TO THE
CHEVRON INFORMATION NIGHT
Human Resources Development Program

WENESDAY, JANUARY 25
7-9 PM
STAFF DINING HALL
ROOM ”A"
Refreshments Will Be Served
CHEVRON CORPORATION
More Than A Company, More Than A Job

NEW YORK (AP) — Up to
665,000 Panasonic customers
victimized by a nationwide
price-fixing scheme are due as
much as SI6 million in refunds
from the Japanese consumer
electronics giant, officials said.
The
settlement
Panasonic
agreed to Wednesday could be
extended to every state except
Hawaii, New York State At
torney General Robert Abrams
told a news conference.
A b ra m s sa id P a n a s o n ic
cheated customers by illegally
p r e s s u rin g
th o u s a n d s
of
retailers, including such major
chains as K mart and Mon
tgomery Ward, to charge list
price.
“ There was an elaborate na
tionw ide
policing
scheme
whereby certain retailers acted
as stool pigeons, as rats, and
they would report that somebody
down the street is charging less,”

Super Bowl
Sunday, January 22nd'

H o \s!!

During the gam e,
all d raft beer Is only
7 5 C , pitchers are
only $ 1 . 5 0 , hot dogs
and chili just $ 1 . 5 0 .

Go!

MIAMI (AP) — Violence in
black
neighborhoods
ebbed
Thursday as officials estimated
riot damage to buildings at less
than SI million and the com
munity began examining the
causes of the uprising.
The rage touched off by an
Hispanic police officer’s shooting
of an unarmed black motorcyclist
Monday left one man dead, seven
others shot and some 370 people
jailed — most of them suspected
looters under 18, police said.
Police continued to control ac
cess to the largely black Over-

it ’s a b s o lu te ly u n b e lie v a b le !
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TIME

BUYER PROGRAM!
No down payment
required.
Also includes a

$600 allowance
to be used towards
the purchase of a

new car or truck

rtHnl & Spirits
Swanson Otsign San Luis OOispo

RANCHO
GRANDE MOTORS

their

.sf o iti;! Guess th e score and
w in $100 in cash!!
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town area Thursday, but inside
the neighborhood, businesses
lifted their shutters, children at
tended school and youths played
pick-up basketball.
A Miami Heat basketball game
that had been canceled Tuesday
night was on for Thursday in the
Miami Arena at the edge of
Overtown.
“ Apparently the city has
returned to calm, and we’re very
grateful for that,” said police
spokesman Ray Lang. “ We’re
grateful that the focus has
returned to the Super Bowl.”
But he said police were
prepared to return in force if
trouble began again.

ANNOUNCES

Enjoy the gam e on
tw o large screen TVs
and one big screen
T V (lots of TVs).
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said Lloyd Constantine, chief of
the attorney general’s antitrust
bureau.
Abrams said other electronics
manufacturers were being In
vestigated, but declined to iden
tify them.
The settlement, in which
Panasonic denied wrongdoing,
was filed in U.S. District Court.
“ We voluntarily resolved the
matter in the belief that a quick
settlement would help avoid pro
tracted and costly litigation and
disruption to our dealers and our
business,” said Ralph Wolfe, vice
president of Panasonic, a division
of Matsushita Electric Corp. of
America.
Abrams said the scheme In
volved 16 products sold under
the Panasonic and Technics
labels, including videocassette
recorders, video cameras, cor
d less
phones,
a n sw e rin g
machines and stereo equipment.

Miami estimates riot damage

Guess the
score and
win $100
in cash!

^ «‘nil!

prospects for 1992 have re-elec
tion campaigns in 1990.
They include Bradley, Gore,
Nunn, Cuomo, Clinton, Gephardt
and Schroeder,
Dukakis, the defeated 1988
presidential nominee, recently
announced he would not seek
another term as governor of
Massachusetts in 1990, a deci
sion he said “ has nothing to do
with national office.”
But, Dukakis also said one of
the lessons he had learned in
1988 was that “ it is very difficult
to run for the presidency as an
incumbent governor.”

Panasonic agrees to repay
consumers in price-fix scam

Chevron

A n o th e r S a n Luis O bispo f i r s t ...

Pat Schroeder of Colorado was
tempted to join the 1988 field,
but decided against it.
Long shots? The Senate is fill
ed with them.
Sen. George Mitchell of Maine
was no sooner elected majority
leader than whispers began sug
gesting he’d be an impressive
presidential candidate.
Newly elected Sen. Bob Kerrey
of Nebraska also was being men
tioned even before moving to
Washington.
The same was true of Sen.
Charles Robb of Virginia.
Several of the most prominent

Located in th e a triu m of th e Em bassy Suites Hotel
3 3 3 Madonna Road, San Luis Obispo

in addition to any
rebate programs that
are available on the
model that you choose.
CALL US FOR DETAILS
CONTACT: A J. Cotosimo
CrarKton Macdonald

543-4745
1404 Auto Pk. Way 8.L .O .
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U.S. companies can resume with ‘standstill agreements’
W ASHINGTON
(AP)
—
P re s id e n t
R eag an
to d a y
aulhori/ed American oil com
panies to resume doing business
in Libya alter a three-year
hiaius, saying that the move was
necessary “ to protect U.S. inter
ests” there.
R eagan’s decision
“ will
eliminate the significant financial
windfall which Libya has been
receiving” under an agreement
that five oil companies signed
with Col. Moammar Gadhafi’s
government in 1986, White
House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said in a statement.
At the lime the administration
imposed broad-ranging economic
sanctions against Libya three
years ago, the Treasury Depart
ment authorized the oil com
panies to negotiate so-called

terrorism and subversion as well
as Libyan efforts to develop a
chemical weapons capability.”
Linder the agreements, the five
American firms — Amerada
Hess, Conoco, W.R. Grace, Oc
cidental Peiroleum and Mara
thon Oil — had won a recognition
by Libya of their 49 percent in
terest in the state-owned oil
company.
Under the pacts, Ubya since
1986 has continued to extract oil
from the American facilities
while reaping the profits.
It noted that the U.S. trade
embargo against Libya and the
freeze of Ubyan assets in the
United States,
which were
renewed on Jan. 7 for one year,
remain in effect, as do bans on
travel-related transactions and
the use of U.S. passports for
travel to Ubya.

"standstill agreements” with
Gadhafi’s government.
These contracts provided for a
suspension of operations of the
U.S. oil companies in Libya to
protect the firms from charges of
default on their contractual
obligations to U bya’s staleowned oil company.
U.S. officials and business ex
ecutives have voiced concern
that if the U.S. companies re
main prohibited from operating
in Libya when these agreements
expire on June 30, Gadhafi may
follow through on threats to seize
their assets.
“ This decision does not repre
sent a change in the altitude of
the U.S. government toward
Libya,” Fiizwaier said. "We re
main deeply concerned about
Gadhafi's continued support for

Coal shortage idles China’s energy supply
BEIJING (AP) — Coal-rich
Shaanxi province is running out
of the fossil fuel that keeps its
power plants running.
Luxury hotels in Beijing have
been told to cut energy use by 30
percent during peak hours, and
factories arc being forced to shut
down assembly lines to case
power shortages.
Across China, millions of
workers arc idled and homes are
darkened every day as the na
tion’s surging demand for energy
far outstrips its ability to
generate power.
The problem is made worse by
an inefficient transportation
system, antiquated machinery,
delays in construction of new fa
cilities and unreasonably low
energy rates.
The People’s Daily said Wed
nesday that Shaanxi's seven
P«>wcr stations, which supply
more than half the electricity in
northwestern China, are down to
reserves of only 80,(KK) tons ol
coal.
The coal shortfalls persisted
through the second half of 1988,
the newspaper said. One problem
has been that coal mines in
Shaanxi, which has reserves of
909.6 billion tons, have shipped
coal to other provinces to get a
better price.
China produced about 900
million tons of coal last year,
more than any country in the
world, but chronic shortages in
some areas worsened as a result
of transport bottlenecks and
poor distribution.

Coal is used for about 70 per
cent of China’s generating capac
ity of 100 million kilowatts of
electricity. The rest comes from
hydroelectric power. Two nuclear
power plants are under construc
tion, but China has no operating
nuclear reactors.
The official China Daily said
Tuesday the lack of suitable coal
and deterioration of machines in
power plants were causing
serious power shortages in the
capital.
Residents in the northwest
section of the city had no power
during the evening hours three
days a week, and 200 large fac
tories were told they will lose 40
percent of their pt)wer supply

during peak morning and even
ing hours on some days.
The Daily said a 2,000cmployee towel factory will have
to find menial work for 300
workers during peak electricity
hours because their production
line will be shut dow n.
Last year the city banned the
use of A\r conditioners and elec
tric heaters in all public build
ings, excepting such places as
hospitals, hotels, movie theaters
and laboratories.
China is trying to solve the
energy crisis by building new
railway lines to transport coal,
raising the cost of electricity and
giving p rio rity
to energy
projects.
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Price Waterhouse
Internship opportunities are available
in the San Joaa and Z«08 Angalaa offices
Our representatives will be
conducting interviews on campus on
Nadnasday, January 2 5 , 1989

ROYAL
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judging panel included speech
p ro fe sso r
R ay m o n d
Bud
/euschner, Gorney, 1988
Poly
Royal Queen Lorie Sousa, ASI
President Tom Lebens and
former
queen's
chairperson
Missy Shultz.

Contact Ellen Polinsky in the
Placement Center
for details
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Nancy Reagan drug center
gets ‘No’ from community
LOS ANGELES (AP) — When
Nancy Reagan lold old pal Merv
Griffin of her posi-White House
dream lo open a drug rehabilitalion center bearing her name,
“ every mover and shaker” was
called to action.
Rolls-Royces bearing such
luminaries as Texas oilman
Marvin Davis, media magnate
Rupert Murdoch and actress Eva
Gabor poured into Griffin’s Bev
erly Hills estate last May for a
power breakfast at his tennis
pavilion.
But the self-described “ little
people” of Lake View Terrace,
fearing the center proposed for
the bankrupt Lake View Terrace
Medical Center would only invite
more crime, just said no —
sparking a bitter battle described
as “ David versus Goliath.”
“ I’m not fighting Nancy
Reagan, I’m not fighting Ronald
or what they stand for or what
they do. I just don’t think this is
the place for it,” said Su?an
Kent, 28, who lives across the
street from the medical center.
Kent and others picketed a
welcome-home gala for the
Reagans earlier this month with
signs reading, “ If you really care,
put it in Bel-Air,” referring to
the Reagans’ new residence.
l ake View Terrace is a small
town on the edge of a big city. It
sits at the foot of the Angeles
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National Forest — one of the last
semi-rural havens for folks who
prefer goats grazing next door to
Ferraris cruising Sunset Boule
vard.
When two planes collided over
nearby Pacoima Junior High
School in 1957, an accident pic
tured in the movie “ La Bamba,”
there was no place to take the
dying. The residents rallied to
build the medical center.
“ So it holds a very special
place in the hearts of the people,”
says Lewis Snow, an officer in
the Lake View Terrace Home
Owners Association.
Snow and others want another
hospital, and not a drug center
they believe will attract dope
dealers and devalue property in
the neighborhood which has been
waging a battle against drugs
and crime. They fear the center’s
residents will target nearby
homes, when they need extra
cash.
The center is to be operated by
New York-based Phoenix House,
the nation’s largest private,
non-profit drug abuse service
agency. Founded in 1967, it
operates 10 centers — six in New
York and four in California —
and is accustomed to opposition.
“ If we had to back down every
time a community said ‘not here,’
we’d never treat the drug pro
blem in this country,” said
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spokesman Christopher Policano.
Mrs. Reagan, who spent her
White House years with the
‘‘Just Say N o” an ti-d ru g
crusade, reportedly agreed to
have her name on a center
located near the Reagans’ BelAir retirement home.
She asked Griffin to help, say
ing, “ 1 want to come back and go
right to work.’’
Griffin responded to her plea
by inviting “ every mover and
shaker in this part of the world”
to his May 2 breakfast. Mrs.
Reagan is not the first former
First Lady to lend her name to a
substance abuse center. Betty
Ford acknowledged alcoholism
and founded the Betty Ford
Center at Eisenhower Medical
C'cntcr in Rancho Mirage, 120
miles east of downtown Los
Angeles.
But its celebrity clientele —
Uz Taylor, Mary Tyler Moore
and Johnny Cash — caused no
similar local alarm.
About $4 million has been
raised toward the estimated $10
million cost of the Reagan center,
including $1 million at the
$2$,000-a-tablc welcome home
party thrown by Barron Hilton
and Griffin.
The 15-aerc site would offer
treatment, research and training,
opening 150 beds to teen-agers
who live and attend school at the
center, where Mrs. Reagan will
have an offiee. It also would
house 60 young adults needing
treatment. An intervention unit
would counsel
15 to 30
youngsters who have just
become involved in drugs.
The residents will not have a
history of violence, nor be on
drugs when admitted, though
some might be on probation. The
agency boasts a 90 percent suc
cess rate among the 40,000 or so
graduates of its program.
The Los Angeles Police
D epartm ent
has
rem ained
neutral, but area Capt. Tim
McBride obviously is willing to
give Phoenix House a chance.
“ We have a serious drug pro
blem all across the country, and
we’ve got to do something about
that problem. The information I
have about Phoenix House is
that they’re successful and
they’re well run.’’
The center might open this
year, but roadblocks remain.
Residents planned to siege a
hearing Friday. On Wednesday,
City Councilman Ernani Bernardi, who represents the area and
supports opposing residents, re
quested an environmental impact
report. That could mean an
eight-month setback for the
center if the council agrees to the
report Tuesday.
Some residents believe the
center will find a home elsewhere.
“ We definitely have a David
versus Goliath fight,” says resi
dent Jules Bagneris. “ And David
did win.”
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Parents of youngest college grad reach joint custody
SANTA CRUZ, Calif. (AP) —
The domestic storm tearing at
Adragon De Mello, the bright
boy who graduated from college
at 12, has been quieted as his
parents reached a joint custody
agreement.
The highly publicized case was
headed for trial in Santa Cruz
County Superior Court when on
Wednesday the parents came to
terms in their bitter custody
battle over the youngster, accor
ding to the attorney for the fa
ther, Agustin De Mello.
Adragon, “ AD” to his friends,
made headlines last year when he
graduated from the University of

California at Santa Cruz. He was
reported by the Guinness Book
of World Records as the
youngest college graduate.
The court-approved agreement
came as Santa Cruz County at
torneys sought trial to have
Adragon named a ward of the
court, an action dismissed when
agreement was reached between
the mother, Cathy Gunn, and De
Mello, said lawyer Paul B.
Meltzer.
Since November, Adragon has
been living with his mother,
while De Mello had closely
supervised visits with his son.
The county’s child protective

services agency is no longer in
volved in the case.
Meltzer said the settlement
called for joint custody with each
parent spending “ significant
time” with the boy; visits to oc
cur with each parent on alternate
holidays, and no contact between
the p aren ts except duri ng
custody changes.
Closer details of the pact were
ordered to be kept under seal by
Superior Court Judge Thomas A.
Black.
Lawyer Gordon Salisbury, rep
resenting Adragon, said the boy
is very happy over the peaceful
solution of the dispute, which

threatened to go to a full juvenile
trial with the youth as a witness.
“ He is very happy the way the
custody is structured,” said
Salisbury.
“ I hope my son is happy ... I’m
happy with the result,” said De
Mello, whose statements after
the s e t t l e m e n t ,
ho we v e r ,
reflected bitterness over his own
treatment by authorities.
Neither the mother nor her at
torney would comment.
In September, the boy was
taken by police from his father’s
house and placed in a foster

home after officers jailed the fa
ther briefly on suspicion of child
endangerment over a reported
life threat involving him and his
son.
“ I was arrested, put in a
psychiatric ward, my door was
kicked down, my son was taken
away ... it shouldn’t have hap
pened,” said De Mello.
Attorneys said the De Mello
case is closed, but could be
reopened if further important
disagreements surface between
the parents, such as Adragon’s
future education.

C lassified ^
Wsight loss Support Group
Meets every Thursday 11 to 1pm
Health Center Room 115

ALL CM MAJORS

ASCM KICKOFF PARTY FRIDAY NIGHT
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME
M O I^ IN m OUTSIDE
_________
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
"A FRIEND FOR LIFE"

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
BENEFIT
The Raintxjw Theatre Presents
‘A WORLD APARTFriday, January 20 7 OOpm
BOWL FOR FUNt erne w/trnds or solo
openRec.Fac/stff.Dorm & Greek Lgs
Start THIS WEEK 5&8pm Come early
|Otn Of call 543-7492/544-3230________
CAL POLY MENS BOWLWG TEAM
TRYOUTS TUES 1/24
Sign up in Bowling Alley.
Into DAN 541-6874 KAREN 544-3230

I.S.A.

FORMERLY THE INDIA CLUB
MEETING FRIDAY UU219 4 30
QUESTIONS CALL JAY 543-8939

BIOFEEDBACK FOR STRESS & ANXIETY
WEDNESDAYS 3-5PM
JESPERSEN HALL 756-2511____________
DREAMWORK GROUP
TUESDAYS 3-4 30PM
JESPERSEN HALL 756-2511
EGG,
YOU ARE THE BEST BIO SISTER
ANYONE COULD EVER HAVE THANK
YOU FOR EVERYTHPIG YOU DO FOR
ME-OUR LITTLE DEBUTANTLOVE YOUR LL SIS-JIF________________

'79 SUZUKI GS425 WITH HELMET,
GLOVES AND HANDBOOK $350
543-9178_________________________
M O NIGHT MOVIE AT THE FREMONT

U2 IN CONCERT
RATTLE & HUM

FR11/20 6 BAT 1/21

Y A Y A ’ <^

LIVE AT THE ROSE
& CROWN
THIS FRIDAY-JAN. 20

HONDA SPREE-85 $350 Great Cond
MUST S E U -C A U Bonnie 541-4686

Planned Parenthood of SLO
177 Santa Rosa 540-9446
FOR WOMEN AND MEN:
Confidential, affordable
reproductive health care.

Champaqne Brunch

Jan 21 1 00-3 bO 1tfo Lima
Doni mss meeting thurs 1/19

THE FLYING WWG BOMBER
AIAA GUEST SPEAKER MON JAN 23
SCI A -12 7PM ALL WELCOME

VSA BANQUET

Jan 21/5pm/70O Bello.Pismo Beach
$ 12/ticket at 541 -9581.543-4036

RE-ENTRY DISCUSSION GROUP
THURSDAYS 11 AM-12PM
JESPERSEN H A U 756-2511
STRESS MANAGEMENT GROUP
MONDAYS 3-5PM
JESPERSEN HALL 756-2511__________
TEST PREPARATION SEMNAR
THURSDAY JANUARY 19TH 10AM-12PM
CHASE HALL ROOM 104 756-1256
TIME MANAGEMENT SEMMAR
TUESDAY JANUARY 24TH 11AM-12PM
CHASE HALL ROOM 104 756-1256

Announcements
G fM k N a w s

AUDITIONS
FOR CAL POLY S STUDIO
THEATRE PRODUCTION OF
RHAPSODY
A PLAY M ONE ACT
JAN 23.24 7 -10PM RM222
HP DAVOSON MUSIC BLDG

A PHI RHOSTHE ACTIVES ARE READY TO PLAY!
CANT WAIT FOR SATURDAYS PLEDGE
ACTIVE WE LOVE YOU!
Amy
TharWyou lor all your tune
and effort at the retreat'
Wb all had a Mast'
KAO
_

GM Slock wA be awarded to Z CP
Students and 1 student group lor
outstanding communey service To
suggest a person or group lor the
award pcfc up a rwnMnalion lorm
m UU217 Deadline lor nomination
» F e b 1 , _______________________
HAIRCUTS-17 00 STYLE CUTS-SS 00
77» FoothA
543-1290 543-7871
t h e h a ir d e n

LATINOS

WTERESTEO M CHK^ANO
COMMENCEMENT-» CALL ADRIANA
X1405 OR DAVD X1469 BETWEEN
1 W M L E T ^ D O ITI_________

M ustang D aily
C lassifieds
HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U U INFO DESK
THE AOS W LL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM
Poly Phase Book Xchange PAYBACKS
THIS WEEK ONLY! 9-4pm Nr Chumash
SHOTOKAN k a r a t e CLASSES START
NOW! SIGN UP AT THE REC SPORTS
OFFICE OR CALL FOR PETAL S , 1366
SUNGLASSESI and an outstanding deal!
Ray-Ban. O a k l^ , Vuarnet. Sundoud.
R ew 's, Bued. Gargoyles Frogskins.
Maui-JIms. Hobie. and Ski Optics
Cheap to start with plus 10% off
the top with a Cal Poly ID Super
Deals on smmwear. shorts ar>d T*
shirts too. The Sea Barn Avila Beach

Female smokers ages 18-25
free choieetrol analysis
please contact Joanie 541-3713

HORSE BOARDMG TRALS 549-0745

GO BYE!
EK p s r t i O el P tlC M n )* up for
tite weeks lo comet Your acfteee
loee youl You are ‘OUTTA PB fO K IT
EK- Gel excaed tor beeketbea
season! The team is HOT and Enc
Swanaon » an AWESOA4E coach'
Thmgs are tootun' Good*
G-PN-B Sigmas—GET
STiGMAtued tor toapeation
Wbek'*' Ybu've done a GREAT
Job!! Love.The Actives
Jody and Peggy
Thanks so much tor all
your support' I Love you
guys
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______

OWN ROOM $275 OBO. 2 BLOCKS
FROM DOWNTOWN, 2 M IE S FROM CAL
POLY. CALL 544-6115 AFTER 4 00_______
OWN R (X )M FOR RENT, 10 min bike ride
to campus.ln LG. house.Starts 2/1.
Call 544-3688 for info.$203/mo.
ROOM FOR RENT, CLOSE TO POLY
A U CONVENIENCES.$195/mo 5490340

23'Klein ATB SHIMANO DEORE XT
Componets.T-BONE STEM.Yeti Fork,
tires of your choice! $950
541-0415___________________________
Bicyde: Centaunan, almost new
Shirrtanu. 350.00 obo or trade
for mountain bike 549-8761
MOUNTAW BIKE FOR SALE $70
C A U CRIS 541-9496

WE NEED ROOMMATES
543-4950

Apartment for rent; a comfortable
1 bedroom w/kving room, kitchen
and bath Ideal for students
$420/mo f- depoeit. Call 544-429
eve's after 4:00pm ._______________

1 RCX)MATE NEEDED THRU SCHOOL
YRT GARAGE.WASHERBDRYER.HOTTUB

FURNISHED 3 BDM APT 10 OR 12
MONTH LEASE 543-1452

FURN W/DESK&BED 3M. FRO CAMPUS
300$/B O. CALL 543 2204 MARK_________

Los Osos mce fum room pnv entr
kitchen use female nonsmoker $250
includes utils 528-7736 after 6pm

Female roommate wanted tor
spring and winter quarters to
snare a room m nice apt. Please
can 544-2637 tor information.
$195/mo________________________ _

Nothings as ptoasmg as a Mtle
stnp-teasmg! Catakna 772-5809

GIANT ROOM FOR RENT N HUGE HOUSE!
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS*$230ea to
share plus util, wash/dry. cable
Fun roommates, great view! CALL
KIM OR JODY 544-0690_______________

NEED MORE $ ?

M Rmmate needed to share rm m
big house on Laguna Lake. $120
/mn t/7util. Juke 546-9468_______________

Want help? Read ttvs powerful new
marHial! No gimmicks' Free Info
Alius PubiMhing 1115 Peach St.
Suite 4 SLO, CaM 93401

Travel
RUSSIA THIS SUMMER! LENMGRAO
MOSCOW SOCHI BERLM 18 DAYS
S2200 MCLUDES AIRFARE 541-6429

wppoiHinnws
FREE VISA/MC app for students
Send a self addressed stamped
envelope to M M A T S U MARKETWG
734 S 4lh Box 5 Ph4a RA 19147

D-CHI BETAS

.
your ready tor mdialion
Remember Don! slop or y o u l

ONE ROOM IN TWO BEDROOM CONDO.
W/D, MICRO, ALL UTILITIES PAID
$250. 549-0504_________________________

Apt. For rent furnished laundry
pool t BDRM 541-9170 or 543-2316

WEDNESDAYS 2-4PM
JESPERSEN H A U 756-2511_____________

Pols Sci Clubi Sigma Alpha
Presents

VACANT SPACE-UEC Operations is
now accepting writtenjKoposals
tor use of the current Fournlation
Business Office space in the
University Union beginning tO-189 Proposals may be submitted to
Joan Henry in the ASI Business
Office (UU 202) Deadline for all
proposals is 1-26-89

UNIVEGA 12-SPEED. $75. OLLYMPUS
POCKET 35-MM CAMERA $45 STEW
541-4596

INCEST. A SUPPORT GROUP FOR WOMEN

LEARN TO HANDSET FOUNDRY TYPE
Create your own printed prop:ts
workshop January 24 7:00PM In
Graphic Arts Bldg 26-116 in
SHAKESPEARE PRESS MUSEUM
Find out atXKJt weekly club too

CARSES CONVENTION AT POLY!
JAN 20.21 6AM-4PM Exhorts m
Chumash.Semnars m Theater
•or ETAC.ET.ME--CFC mlo
'>'>7 Contact Barbara 544-7629

U C L A v s C A L P O L Y RUGBY
Sat Jan 21 Biddle Park
Orcutt Rd to end turn lefi
as if going to Lopez Lake
Look for sign Biddle Park
Cali 4 INFO 544-8756

MALE ROOMATE needed to share
Room in FuMy Furnished Cedar
Creek Condo 5 mm Frm Poly
Month to Month Lease $235/month
Call Steve 541-5266_____________ ______
NEED A PLACE TO LIVE?
27 yr old M BUS senior tooking
tor serm-neat. semi-clean M or F
non-smokmg roommate m south SLO
Own room and bath. mcro. cable,
dishwasher tor $312 plus
uW
C a « C ^ at 541-8682

Our STUDIOS are next to Cal Poly,
qmet.fully fumwhed including
microwaves, and reasonably priced
at $390/mo..They're fMing fast
so can for more Into 543-4950

AAAIBEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES
LISTED FREE WFORMATKDN PACKET
»MALABLE ON CAMPUS C A U
MARGUERITE CENTURY 21 541-3432
BUY9K3 A HOUSE OR CONDO? For a ""
FREE LIST of all the least
expensive houses $ condos for sale
in SLO CALL S ieve Neleon 543-6370
and leave message FarreN Smyth.Inc
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Business Directory

BUBMEBS O P P O fm iM T Y FOR A U .
BTUOENTB
Brarwh managemerb poerbone
avabable in your hometown dum g
ttw summer Earn S6-15.000.and
gam veluabte buemese experwnoe No mveelmenl regwred Act
now* C a l Student Pamlers tor
more mtormation 1-600-426-6441________

GREAT MEALS GREAT DEALS See
N A R O O N N U PfZZBMA MUSTANG
DALY COUPONS Jw i.12 edtoon

MARKETNO SURVEY PERSONNEL
Chooee your hours Outstanding
Commeamn; No salee N al.lC o.
rated AAA by DAB 466-1580 Dan

TheW lz 1-Hour Photo refer to toe
Jan 12 edition of toe Mustang
De4y coupons tor more savings
582 C a lf Blvd 543-3106

Wbuld you bke to work with kids
In the High Sierras this summer
Wnte-Bob Stem 4009 Sheridan Ct
Auburn. Ca 95603(916)823-9260

Newly Redecorated 4Bdrm
Open House Daily 1763 Lima
5 4 t-8 t6 5 $ t0 5 0 __________________

SHAPE UP FOR THE NEW YEAR'
SEE MALONEY'S GYM N JAN 13 ISSUE

A .B JLP. L « IO SCNVICE
Student Rales 549-6333

BL OPTOMETfNC C tN T C R S43-6BS2
Glasses Contact Lsnses-Eya Exams

ELECTROLYBIS 544-3366 Glenda
tor permanent hair removal

Central C oast Schools 461-4222
Real Estate Licensir>g
Com puter Training 461-4222
Wbrdstar/Wp State app now reg

___________

r e s u m e s ,g r a p h k ;s .l a s e r p r b it s

DreamScape Does IT! 541-6234

MO.
Get ready for an awesome
formal' It will be great

PHI KAPPA PSI
SWEETHEART RUSH
COMING SOON
PHI KAPPA PSI BLOOD DRIVE
CHUMASH AUT JAN 24 9am-2pm

ANNUAL SAE/MDA
3-Man Over-the-Line
S o fttill Tournament Sat Jan 21
For Details call 546-0231 or
UU Booth Prizes Trophies
RACOUETBALLPLAYERS
Sign up for the Rec Sports
Racquetball Tourn this Fri & Sat
27 & 28 Beg Int & Adv Singles &
Doubles Sign up at Rec E ^ rts
or call 756-1366 Deadline is
Thrs26 PLAY TOUGH'

FENDER ELECTRIC GUITAR.KAHLER
TEMOLO.DIMARZIO SPLITTING HUMBUCKER.HARD SHELL CASE.XLNT
COND $275 CALL 541-2737-KYLE
FOR SALE SMITH-CORONA WORD
PROCESSOR/TYPEW RITER 14 LINE
SCREEN UNLIMITED MEMORY 75000
W ORD DICTIONARY AND MORE'
ONLY $500 CALL 466-9154
HUGE YAR'd SALE SAT AND SUN
FLOTATION BED $150 13" COLOR TV
1978 Ford Fiesta $700 Car Stereo
POSTERS. B<X)KS. CLOTHES, AND A
WHOLE LOT MORE! COME ON DOWN
TO 1346 PEACH ST AT 10 AM SAT
FOR THE B ^ T D E A L S ^ ___________
fC W VCR wireless remote.never out
of the box $250
call MARC 543-4870 leave mesge
PORTABLE LAPTOP CASIO FA-11 W
BUILT-IN TAPE DECK/PLOTTER AND
PRINTER 16K PRCXj RAMMABLE
IN BASIC. COMPLETE W RECHARG
MICADS 110 V AC CONVERTER
MANUALS IS $300 773-1615

WHITE LION TOW M O
Student Discounts 546-8697
BOB'S TV 543-2946 FREE EST
S State TV.VCR.STEREO exp 1/31/89
BORAH'S AWARDS 543-6514
S p M ^ a w a rd s . T r o p l^ . plaques
HELIUM ^ L L O O N PkQ S. 5 ^ 3 1 0 3
50 Balloons 5 Up rental md

GULLIVER S TRAVEL 546-8612
University Union Cal Poly

INK SPOT SCREEN PRINTING 543-7991
T-Shirls for clubs/special events
CONSHA S OFFICE SUPPLY
Typing $1 50 per page 773-5851
CAREER PLA N N tfG .JO B SEARCH
Interviewing Resurr>es 541-8411

DON'T W 0 R R 7 B ^ lÍA P P Y IL el m ed o your
typing.On campus PUADel 481-6976

C alifornia style CHEESECAKE

R 6R WORD PROCESSING 544-2591
(Rons) Servirig Cal Poly for 14yrs
LASER PRIN'TER/studl rates-ty appt

IS for sale b y the slice at
the ca m p u s store!!!!

Resum es. Senior Protects 6 M orel
Laser Printer Laura-549-8966
ROBIN TO THE RESCUE! 543-1668
Typing/WP'» Our Name Says it AH'

THE BODY FIRM Personalized
weight-loss programs 546-8278

S a I^ O J E C T S 6 MASTERS n C S E S
Linda Black 544-1305/466-0687
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•Poly Pals picnic for parents,
volunteers and pals will be held
at Santa Rosa Park at 11 a.m.
The charge is$l.
• Financial
aid
workshops
begin Jan. 12. Workshops will
discuss how to fill out SAAC
forms, changes in 1989-90 forms

and scholarship opportunities.
Deadline for the SAAC form is
Mar ch 2. Dates for the
workshops are: Jan. 26, 3 to 4:30
p.m. in UU 219; Feb.l, 8 to lo
p.m. in Yosemite Hall; 9th and
27th, 11 to 12:30 p.m. in UU 219;
21st, 8 to 10 p.m. in Santa l.ucia
Dorm. For further information
call extension 2927.

by Berke Breathed
«7 w
ju m s
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ID CARD
From page 1

N ATIO N AL CO LLEG IATE DRIVIN G CHAM PIONSHIPS

Oadgo

DRIVE THE NEW DODGE DAYTONA SHELBY... AN D WINI
Drive to win! Take the wheel of a D aytona Shelby a n d pu t this
D odge perform ance m achine through a com petition rally
course set up on cam pus Your lap will be electronically tim ed
a n d the student with the best' official score wins a trip to
Daytona Beach to com pete in the National G rand Finals Plus
prizes to the 2nd a n d 3rd p la ce finishers All absolutely free to
students
Entry is easy. Just fill out the entry form at the com petition a n d
then drive to win O pen to a ny student 18 years or older
w ho’s a licensed driver.
Win a trip to Daytona Beach. Florida, including your
roundtrip air fare a n d hotel accom m odations as
cam pus winner.
National G ra nd Finals Awards: 1st P lace —$5.000 cash
scholarship a n d use of a D odge Daytorta Shelby
for one year.

2rrd P lace — $3.000 cash scholarship a n d use of a D od ge
Daytorra Shelby for one year. 3rd F>lace— ^ .0 0 0 cash scholarship
a n d use of a D od ge Daytorta Shelby for one year.
'Olhciai raiN ana pnre ohikjkJ nMm cn/aiiabi» a t comp9tit)on

SOCIETY OF AUTOMOTIVE
ENGINEERS
January 22,1989
10 A.M. to 5 P.M.
Health Center Parking Lot
C-7

The Engineering Society
For Advancing M obility
Land Sea Air and Space^

quor stores," said English. The
police catch several minors with
fake IDs a month using the
stakc-outs, he said. When con
fronted by police, English said,
people don’t lie well. Often of
ficers will take the friends of the
suspects aside and ask them
their friend’s name and other in
formation lo see if it checks out
with what’s on the card.
Nightclubs,
especially the
Graduate, arc other places vshere
false IDs arc found.
Three people were cited for
false IDs Wednesday night ui
the Graduate, said It. Jerrv
Lenihall, also of the San l.uis
Obispo police.
A manager of the Graduate.
Chuck Degrooi, said that on
busy nights they will usually
confiscate three or four false IDs.
and sometimes up to 10. Some of
them are sloppy, said DegrtHM,
and some of them are rcallv
good.
" If the information matches
them vsell," Degrwvi said, "we’ll
let them in."
If there is a question, the
doorman will ask for a signature
or another ID. If the dmnman is
pretty sure the ID is fake, he will
give it back to the person and
will turn them away, if it’s posi
tively a fake, said Degrooi, ilie
card is confiscated and sent to an
investigator for the DMV.
The DMV was not available for
comment at press time.
“ I’m not worried abtvut it (get
ting caught) at all," said Tim.
"but maybe I should be."

